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Introduction

The 12th edition of the CRIAQ's RDV Forum was held at the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) headquarters, at the United Nations in Montreal on February 14 and 15.

Aerospace industry leaders , researchers and students from universities, research centers 
experts and key organizations in the ecosystem gathered at this aerospace R&D and 
innovation event, which put forward 62 innovative project ideas.

Dedicated to the innovators, national and international delegates working to make the future 
of air mobility a reality, this edition addressed aerospace challenges such as digital aviation 
systems, future air mobility and sustainable aerospace, which will accelerate transitions 
towards resilient and sustainable air mobility.

The RDV Forum 2023 welcomed 415 participants from Quebec, Canada and around the world 
who were able to listen to 30 speakers and discussed with experts who presented 62 project 
ideas during the 2-day event.



Key Numbers

415 participants

36 partners & 
sponsors

+ 800 expressions of 
interest on project ideas30 speakers

62 projects ideas

10 presentations 
« My Aero Thesis in 180 sec. » 
by university students, master 
and doctorat degrees.



Key Informations

2 exclusives master classes on 
financing innovation and digital 
& sustainable transformation

A program divided into 3 themes to 
address the future of Aerospace:
• Sustainable Aerospace
• Future of Air Mobility
• Digital Aviation Systems & AI

3 Launches:
• 2023 Scholarships “Next Generation of 

Women in Aerospace”
• Student mandate “Space Debris”
• Call for multidisciplinary proposal 

“Aero-Impact-Society Innovation”

Vision & Prospective of 
4 industry leaders

2 panels: 9 key delegates from 
Canadian and international partners 
on coaching, financial support and 
market intelligence

Status of FAS in Canada with 3 
experts in the field



Our Speakers Thank you!



Participants profiles
415 registered

41 % academic

39 % industrials

9 % gouvernments

11 % others

ORGANISATIONS 
PROFILES

3.6% international registrants

5% registered from Canada
(outside of QC)

91.4% registered from Québec

PARTICIPANTS 
PROFILES

Thank you for 
accepting our 
invitation!



25 targeted Newsletters
July 2022 – February 2023

Sent to + 4500 subscribers
+ 15500 openings 

Average opening rate: 25 %

Overview of communications

Thank you for 
following us!



Sustained and active social media presence

45 posts
48 360 impressions 
Average engagement rate: 6 %*
New subscribers: 479
3 marketing paid campaigns
38 395 total impressions
*Average engagement rate on LinkedIn: 2 %.

45 posts
49 112 impressions 
Average engagement rate: 5 %

Launched on February 1st

19 posts
3 407 impressions 

Impressions : the number of digital views of a publication.
Engagements: the number of interactions on a publication 
(shares, likes or comments).

https://www.linkedin.com/company/consortium-de-recherche-et-innovation-en-aerospatiale-au-quebec
https://twitter.com/CRIAQ_aero


What they said
« CRIAQ's RDV Forum yesterday and today: Energy and passion around innovation in aeronautics!

Great meetings and the opportunity for my #cgi team to pitch our SWAID solution. Thanks to Alain
Aubertin and Pierre Daligault, as well as to the whole CRIAQ team, for the invitation and the
organization of this great event! #innovation #ArtificialIntelligence #CGI. »

Marie-Pierre Gérard | Head of Artificial Intelligence Practice, CGI

« Congratulations on organizing this success - it was a great event, perfect in every way!»
Chantal Boucher, Program Manager, Commercial Development Program, Bell Textron

« Because we believe in the need to accelerate the transition to resilient and sustainable mobility 
in aeronautics, ÉTS is pleased to take part in the 12th CRIAQ RDV Forum on February 14 and 15. »



«It is THE annual meeting around the international #aerospace ecosystem to exchange on the
challenges and solutions to accelerate the transition to resilient and sustainable mobility. ... A
big thank you to CRIAQ, ICAO and its Secretary General Juan Carlos Salazar as well as all the
collaborators who contributed to this ambitious initiative to push the boundaries of the
aerospace industry in #Canada. We look forward to seeing the projects that emerge and the
positive impact they will have on the industry and beyond.»

Sébastien Le Corre, Head NA R&D AI & Blockchain, The Blockchain Group

«Encouraging women in aerospace at CRIAQ RDV Forum today. Many great technical
presentations but one that stands out is these women speaking of the need to do more to
encourage women to join aerospace. The statistics presented show that the number of women
in technical and leadership roles is still very very low. We can and must do much
better. #leadership #aerospace #womeninleadership #womeninaerospace #CRIAQ.

Guillaume Hervé, CEO and cofounder, Zetane Systems

What they said



« Participating in forums, especially the CRIAQ Forum, is an opportunity to initiate and pursue
collaborations with companies. But above all, it is an opportunity for graduate students to
experience the Quebec aerospace industry.

Despite the distance from Montreal, the UdeS has mobilized 11 students from the CREATEK
innovation group and master's degree students for the event, which takes place at the ICAO
offices.»

David Rancourt, Eng, PhD, Associate Professor, Director AeroUdeS, Createk Innovation Group

« I presented Maya HTT latest #AI project for #aerospace manufacturing and assembly at
the CRIAQ conference #RDVFORUM 2023. Thank you to CRIAQ) for the fabulous event!»

Remi Duquette, Vice-President | Industrial AI, Maya HTT Ltd.

What they said



«Thank you to the Consortium for
Research and Innovation in Aerospace in
Quebec (CRIAQ) for this great
opportunity! A very rewarding and
motivating experience. »

Frédérik Bérubé, 
Master Mechanical Engineering Student, 

Université de Sherbrooke

« Thank you for giving us the
opportunity to present our projects.
Winning the Top-3 of "My Aero Thesis
in 180 seconds" was a great honour,
and I appreciate the recognition from
the judges.»

Maryam Ghaderi, 
PHD Candidate,

Université de Montréal

«Thanks to CRIAQ and all the
organizers of the space, especially
Alice Zachary. It was a unique
opportunity to share our research.»

Alejandra Ruiz-Segura,
PhD Candidate,

McGill University

«Thank you to CRIAQ for this great
experience and organization. It was
very nice to be able to share my
research project at the
#RDVForum!»

Catherine Desrosiers, 
PhD Candidate, 

Polytechnique Montréal

«It was great to present our
research to such a large
audience! Thank you to CRIAQ for
the opportunity and for
organizing such an incredible
event.»

Bruno Castilho, 
PhD Candidate,

McGill University

What students said



MAJOR

GOLD

THANK YOU to our partners and sponsors.
Without your contribution, all this would not be possible.

Thank you!



SILVER

BRONZE

À LA CARTE

Thank you!



PROMOTION PARTNERS

FINANCIAL PARTNERS

Thank you!



About CRIAQ

The Consortium for Research and Innovation in Aerospace in Quebec (CRIAQ) is a
non-profit organization (NPO) created in 2002 with the financial support of the
Quebec Government. CRIAQ is a unique model of collaborative research conducted
by companies of all sizes involving universities and research centres.

Its mission is to increase the competitiveness of the aerospace industry by
stimulating business innovation through collaborative R&D. Its role is to bring
together ecosystems and develop a new generation of innovators to strengthen
Quebec's technological leadership in cutting-edge aerospace applications: digital
aviation systems, future air mobility and sustainable aerospace.

We continue our collaborative work
until the next RDV Forum in 2025!



Stay tuned on aerospace innovation projects and 
CRIAQ's activities

info@criaq.aerowww.criaq.aero

Consortium de recherche et d'innovation 
en aérospatiale au Québec

@CRIAQ_aero@CRIAQ.aero

NEW

http://www.criaq.aero/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/consortium-de-recherche-et-innovation-en-aerospatiale-au-quebec
https://twitter.com/CRIAQ_aero
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